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“From certain air contamination sources in Oregon”, page one, line eight; the Oregon 

Legislature is targeting energy every Oregonian uses with a special tax assessed 

upon the delivery of the supposed climate warming energy sectors, i.e. oil, gas, and 

propane, whereas, thanks to the legislature of federal and state civil servants already 

charge an outrageous hazmat fee for truck delivery to residential customers 

Co2 is less harmful than methane, but DC had no problem blowing up the Nord 

Stream pipelines and releasing an estimated escape of 30 years of methane. The all 

electric bent will not work unless the government assumes that citizens will tolerate 

consuming less or experiencing brown/black outs without returning to coal/NG/LP to 

generate electricity.  

 

Then there is the belief that a nonprofit organization that has been approved by the 

Department of Environmental Quality, page one, lines 10-11 with no targets to meet 

or benchmarks to attain is nothing but a welfare program for their altruistic friends or 

their friends of friends, otherwise known as nepotism. NPOs are nothing more than a 

scheme to enrich directors and the NPO staff to collect executive salaries.  

 

Climate change is a lie, do your research, there are studies and scientists that are not 

on the payroll/contractors of government that will tell the truth. Climate change is all 

about greenwashing consumerism and wheedling more money from citizen 

consumers. The earth has experienced many changes over centuries and survived; 

the climate was worse 100 years ago than it is today, in fact Co2 has been 

decreasing. Climate change cannot be predicted and the ocean currents that controls 

the atmospheric outcomes have not been studied enough to predict with 100% 

accuracy when the next storm will appear more than a few days or weeks in 

advance. Although government civil servants want citizens to believe that can predict 

the doom of weather events decades into the future. Fairly sure citizens are not 

ignorant or that gullible and the government climate change farce will be met with 

outrage once citizens find that the government has been gaslighting citizens into the 

false premise that their lapdog scientists promoted at the urging of government that 

were all going to burn in hellish weather on earth before our great-grandchildren can 

graduate from high-school. If government civil servants have a crystal ball for 

weather, why in the heck can government not protect citizens from all negative 

scenarios? 

 

Oppose on the basis of higher energy costs, less choice of energy sector use, and 

government control of everything on the planet except the damage that government 



caused but refuses to mitigate in a timely fashion. It is so predictable that government 

puts the blame on citizens so their dirty pollution secrets stay in the shadows. 


